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A B S T R A C T   

The number of published papers in biomedical research makes it rather impossible for a researcher to keep up to 
date. This is where manually curated databases contribute facilitating the access to knowledge. However, the 
structure required by databases strongly limits the type of valuable information that can be incorporated. Here, 
we present Lisen&Curate, a curation system that facilitates linking sentences or part of sentences (both 
considered sources) in articles with their corresponding curated objects, so that rich additional information of 
these objects is easily available to users. These sources are going to be offered both within RegulonDB and a new 
database, L-Regulon. To show the relevance of our work, two senior curators performed a curation of 31 articles 
on the regulation of transcription initiation of E. coli using Lisen&Curate. As a result, 194 objects were curated 
and 781 sources were recorded. We also found that these sources are useful to develop automatic approaches to 
detect objects in articles by observing word frequency patterns and by carrying out an open information 
extraction task. Sources may help to elaborate a controlled vocabulary of experimental methods. Finally, we 
discuss our ecosystem of interconnected applications, RegulonDB, L-Regulon, and Lisen&Curate, to facilitate the 
access to knowledge on regulation of transcription initiation in bacteria. We see our proposal as the starting point 
to change the way experimentalists connect a piece of knowledge with its evidence using RegulonDB.   

1. Introduction 

Microorganisms constantly face different growth conditions. To cope 
with changes in growth conditions, cells have mechanisms for regulating 
the expression of genes, turning them on and turning off at the appro-
priate time. Transcription initiation is the first step of gene expression, 
and thus it is no surprise that it is highly regulated by transcription 
factors affecting promoter activity. The amount of knowledge of these 
mechanisms is constantly increasing, making its curation and organized 
display in databases increasingly challenging [1,2]. 

Among the various efforts to gather knowledge of diverse biological 

domains (see the special issue of databases in Nucleic Acids Res), we 
initiated close to 30 years ago the gathering of knowledge around 
regulation of transcription initiation in Escherichia coli K-12, in a review 
with 117 regulated promoters [3]. Although these promoters represent a 
small number of objects, they defined the seed of what became Reg-
ulonDB [4], which we have expanded and maintained since then. 

Currently, RegulonDB contains more than 8450 objects about the 
regulation of transcription initiation in E. coli K-12 [5]. Specifically, it 
contains data on 4745 genes, 220 proteins that bind to DNA to regulate 
transcription (transcription factors [TFs]), 8663 promoters (where 
transcription begins), 361 terminators (where it ends), and the 
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organization of genes into 3599 transcription units (TUs). Also, 3493 
regulatory interactions between TFs and promoters, TUs, or genes are 
included. See more detail in http://regulondb.ccg.unam.mx/menu/ab 
out_regulondb/whats_news/latest_database_summary.jsp. 

Each of these stored objects in our database contains specific prop-
erties. For example, properties of a promoter are: the name of the pro-
moter, the DNA sequence of the − 10 and the − 35 boxes, the sigma factor 
that activates the promoter, the nucleotide at which transcription starts 
(transcription start site [TSS]), the evidence, references, and comments. 
All of these data are stored and organized in slots of the database and 
displayed to users through Web interfaces. Each data entry contains 
evidence and references that support its existence. 

Most of what can be found in RegulonDB is also fed into EcoCyc [6]. 
The more than 2000 citations of RegulonDB through the years indicate 
how useful this organized knowledge has been to research projects 
worldwide. Nonetheless, we are aware that there are additional layers of 
knowledge, of the molecular biology and physiology of gene regulation 
in E. coli, that are not yet captured by our curation work. 

To compare the experience of reading a paper with the experience of 
only looking at the objects and interactions supported by that paper in 
RegulonDB is a troubling exercise, given the rich amount of valuable 
information left out. The argument for additional evidence, the con-
nections of regulatory mechanisms and operon organization to the 
physiology of E. coli, the interpretation of the results, and additional 
questions to be solved, are all absent in RegulonDB or EcoCyc. Part of 
this is included in the notes added to objects and in the rich summaries of 
TFs. Additional knowledge is present in journal reviews regarding a 
variety of components of transcriptional regulation and its physiological 
interpretation, but these reviews are usually not curated, because they 
lack any specific new molecular or sequence element that our current 
model behind the database contains and that we curate. 

These observations point to a large number of exciting challenges 
that we have not even yet enumerated. Nonetheless, they motivated us 
to develop what we call L-Regulon (the L is for “linguistic”) [7]. The 
work presented here is the necessary curation infrastructure companion 
associated with it. Lisen&Curate is the name of this linguistic semantic 
enrichment curation infrastructure that will save from the curation work 
the links between curated objects and their precise sentences in the 
paper that support their evidence. We also envision Lisen&Curate to 
offer curators text mining capabilities that we have and will continue to 
develop to enrich and facilitate the curation experience. 

Lisen&Curate is required in the curation process to save each object 
and link it to sentences where the existence of the object is supported in 
the literature. This link is then going to be offered to users both within 
RegulonDB and within L-Regulon. As already mentioned, a major 
benefit of our proposal is to offer users, from a given piece of knowledge, 
direct access to the sentence(s) supporting the evidence of its existence 
in the context of the paper reporting it. 

To show the relevance of this new way of recording and linking 
evidence, we performed a curation process in a real scenario of curation 
of RegulonDB. Two senior curators worked with 31 articles on regula-
tion of transcription initiation of E. coli using Lisen&Curate. As a result, 
781 sources were recorded concerning 194 curated objects: 30 TFs, 92 
regulatory interactions, 14 promoters, and 58 transcription units. 
Moreover, we found that these sources are useful material to develop 
automatic approaches to detect objects in articles and as contexts to help 
elaborate a controlled vocabulary of experimental methods. Finally, we 
discuss how these initial sources represent the starting point to set up 
our ecosystem of interconnected applications, RegulonDB, L-Regulon, 
and Lisen&Curate, to accelerate the access to knowledge of regulation of 
transcription initiation in bacteria. 

RegulonDB and EcoCyc are frequently used by experimentalists as a 
means to connect a piece of knowledge with its reference. Lisen&Curate 
can improve this type of use of RegulonDB by offering direct links to the 
precise sentence or sentences within the different papers that support 
each piece of knowledge. The presence of the original sentences from 

which a database fact has been derived enables any user to verify for 
themselves the reliability of the corresponding information as well as the 
context of the research described in the corresponding publication. 
Additionally, the presence of such evidence might enable the training of 
automated systems that will, over time, improve the curation process, 
which is notoriously slow and costly. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Description of Lisen&Curate 

Lisen&Curate is a Web-based platform to curate information on 
regulation of transcription initiation in bacteria. When curators find out 
and confirm evidence to register or modify information, they can open a 
dedicated interface to capture it. At present, Lisen&Curate holds in-
terfaces for capturing information of genes, TUs, promoters, regulatory 
interactions (RIs), proteins, compounds, protein features, and termina-
tors. These interfaces for capturing data can be accessed by curators as 
needed. 

We developed Lisen&Curate to work with multiple bacteria. At 
present, the K-12 strain of Escherichia coli is available, but we plan to also 
work with Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar Typhimurium 
strains, and other bacteria in the future. Data of biological objects is 
retrieved from the corresponding BioCyc Pathway/Genome Databases 
(PGDBs) [8] and can be updated as Lisen&Curate stores them in a local 
database. 

Lisen&Curate provides a complete working environment where the 
scientific article to be curated is inserted in the system and displayed in a 
main interface. This interface is split into sections: Title, which displays 
in bold the title and the authors of the article (Fig. 1a), Article content 
(Fig. 1b), Curation process (Fig. 1c), Tools (Fig. 1d), and Interfaces for 
capturing data (Fig. 1e). 

The section Article content displays the article as text (render), or pdf 
format. All articles must be pre-processed to be displayed in 
Lisen&Curate. Briefly, we extracted text from PDF files by using a 
homemade tool that detects sections of the articles, which helps to 
visualize them in a structured way in the main interface. Then, the 
extracted text undergoes common natural language processing (NLP) 
tasks, which include tokenization, sentence split, part of speech tagging, 
and named entity recognition (NER) (Fig. 2). Finally, articles are 
uploaded to databases MongoDB and PostgreSQL and indexed in Elas-
ticsearch. All these tasks are orchestrated by a Jenkins pipeline. Jenkins 
is a self-contained, open source automation server used for automating 
all sorts of tasks related to deploying software (https://www.jenkins. 
io/). 

In Lisen&Curate, a curation process is associated with an article 
collection. When the collection is defined in Lisen&Curate, a name for 
the collection must be provided. We are leaving a curation process to 
help curators organize their work. Sometimes, we have focused curation 
on specific objects, i.e., curating promoters, or literature about a specific 
TF. Another regular curation process is the curation of monthly publi-
cations to maintain RegulonDB updated. For example, see in Fig. 3 the 
curation process named RIs Rob collection joining a set of articles related 
to the Rob TF with the goal of curating all its associated RIs. 

The interfaces for capturing data facilitate registration of regulatory 
data and additional technical information, such as the experimental 
approach used for the identification of regulatory activity (Fig. 1e). The 
interfaces also provide a way to link this information with the precise 
supporting text evidence for regulated objects (sources). Captured data 
is stored in the local database for the organism. Lisen&Curate comprises 
interfaces to capture and query data for all the main objects currently 
curated to describe regulation of transcription initiation: Genes, pro-
moters, RIs, TFs, protein complexes, protein features, terminators, and 
the organization of TUs. 

The main interface comprises all knowledge tools to extract and 
enrich source information to help curators to make decisions. Thanks to 
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a rule-based Named Entity Recognition (NER) task, performed at an 
article pre-processing step using the RegexNER module from the Stan-
ford CoreNLP toolkit [9], sentences of articles may be filtered by con-
taining one or more objects: Gene, TU, Promoter, Features, Polypeptide, 
Modified protein, Protein complexes, Compound, Regulation effect, TF, 

and Growth condition. The RegexNER module module is a rule-based 
tool for NER using regular expressions in TokensRegex format (http 
s://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tokensregex.html). We employed simple 
rules based on lists of objects from RegulonDB, such as the following 
rule, to recognize genes: 

Fig. 1. Main interface of Lisen&Curate.  

Fig. 2. Workflow for incorporating an article collection into Lisen&Curate. From a set of PDF articles stored in a dropbox folder, an automation server (Jenkins) 
orchestrates the tasks: text extraction from PDF, natural language processing analysis, uploading data to the databases MongoDB and PostgreSQL, and indexing in 
Elasticsearch. 
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$GENES = "/yfgO|yfgC|yfgD|hyfD|hyfE/..." 
{pattern: (([{word:$GENES; tag:/NN.*/ } ] ) ), action: ( Annotate($0, 

ner, "GENE"))} 
In addition, Lisen&Curate includes a text mining tool that interlinks 

semantically similar sentences from the same article (intradocument) 
and from an article collection (interdocument). Once a curator selects a 
sentence from an article, similar sentences are shown and can be 
accessed by using a navigation interface. In this way, we help curators to 
confirm evidence or expand information of a transcriptional regulatory 
fact. 

To assess the similarity among sentences, we used a common strategy 
consisting of measuring multiple individual similarity metrics and 
combining them using a regression estimator. In particular, the strategy 
included 8 metrics of three different types: string metrics, which 
compare how similar are the words and their order between two sen-
tences; distributional metrics, which are based on the premise that 
context is representative of word meaning, so words are represented as 
multidimensional vectors into geometric spaces where proximity is used 
as a similarity proxy; and ontological metrics, which rely on the 
knowledge’s structure to determine how close is the meaning of two 
concepts. 

Different regression estimators were trained and evaluated through 
10-fold cross-validation over a Similarity Corpus [10]. The similarity 
corpus consists of 171 pairs of sentences from the transcriptional regu-
lation domain where the similarity of each pair was manually annotated 
by at least 3 annotators resulting in a dataset with a “very good” inter- 
agreement coefficient (Gwet’s AC2) of 0.869. The best regressor (a 
voting ensemble) achieved a Pearson correlation of 0.693, which is 
considered high [11] given how specialized is the literature vocabulary 
and how complex are some of its sentences compared to the general 
domain literature (news, web, etc.). Further details about the imple-
mentation, evaluation, and analysis of our sentence similarity engine 
can be found in [12]. 

2.2. Lisen&Curate for curation work 

To show the relevance of collecting sources by using Lisen&Curate, 
we carried out a curation work in a real scenario. Monthly, the team of 
RegulonDB curates a selection of articles from the MEDLINE database 

containing information on transcriptional regulation of E. coli K-12. The 
goal is to record all reported objects whose existence is demonstrated by 
some kind of experiment. Two senior curators of the team of RegulonDB 
accomplished this monthly curation work in Lisen&Curate. They were 
trained to use the interfaces of Lisen&Curate. Curation work was 
adhered to RegulonDB curation guidelines, which contain the descrip-
tion of objects and properties, and all the rules to be followed for 
curation. No additional restriction for using Lisen&Curate during cura-
tion work was imposed. 

We hypothesized that this curation scenario would produce a first 
data set of sources linked to a variety of objects, and we were able to 
show the relevance of these pieces of knowledge not only as evidence of 
curated objects, but also as useful material for developing text mining 
methods, and construct an ecosystem of interconnected applications to 
facilitate access to this knowledge. 

A set of 31 articles were incorporated into a curation process in 
Lisen&Curate. All possible regulatory data contained in the selected 
articles was curated. To curate a specific article, the particular curation 
process was selected and then the article to be curated was chosen. The 
main interface of Lisen&Curate showed the body, title, and authors of 
the article. Automatically, the reference to this article, using the PMID, is 
linked to all curated data and stored in the field References. 

Lisen&Curate allows curators to select fragments of text from the 
article to be copied to a specific property box in the interface for 
capturing data (Fig. 4). For example, they can select a fragment of text 
that mentions the distance of the TSS for a gene (highlighted in yellow in 
Fig. 4). By clicking the button Sources, the fragment is copied into the 
property field: Distance from the first gene. Lisen&Curate also links the 
sentence from which the curator has selected the fragment of text (the 
distance of the TSS) as a source for the field. In this way, two sources for 
that property are established. 

Our plan is that these sources will be eventually published in Reg-
ulonDB for users to have textual evidence of curated objects and prop-
erties. In Lisen&Curate, a JSON file with the sources, associated to their 
corresponding curated object or property, can be generated. Then, this 
file will be sent to the team of RegulonDB, which will be in charge of 
integrating the sources into RegulonDB. 

A sentence from an article could have data for more than one object 
or more than one property, for example, “The transcriptional start site 

Fig. 3. Interface of the curation process RIs Rob collection showing the article collection for curating the regulatory interactions (RIs) for the Rob transcription factor.  
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was mapped to 43 nucleotides upstream of the open reading frame with 
the 5′-RACE method.” In this case, two sources must be curated, one to 
the TSS of the rob promoter, that is 43 nucleotides upstream of the gene, 
and another linked to the evidence of the promoter, because the TSS was 
identified by the 5′-RACE method. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Curated objects and sources 

As a result of the curation of 31 articles using Lisen&Curate, we 
recorded 194 objects involved in the regulation of transcription initia-
tion (Table 1). Of those objects, 94% were linked to at least one source, 
showing the usefulness of Lisen&Curate for gathering textual evidence. 
A total of 781 sources were stored, with 74% of them linked to regula-
tory interactions. Protein-small-molecule complexes obtained the high-
est number of sources per curated object, with seven on average, 
although with only two such objects it is too early to make any 
conclusion. However, a similar situation applies for the objects (9 cases) 
Polypeptide and (92) Regulatory interaction, with six sources per 
curated object each, on average. On the contrary, there are few exper-
iments that provide evidence of Transcription units, matching with an 
average of one source per TU (Table 1). Examples of sources for each 
object type are shown in Supplementary Table S1. 

The number of words of recorded sources for each type of object 
revealed a bias for shorter sources for Polypeptide, Promoter, and 

Protein-small-molecule complexes. On the other hand, the length range 
for Regulatory-interactions sources was the largest when including some 
outliers (Fig. 5a). We observed a skewed distribution for the number of 
sources obtained from the 31 curated articles (Fig. 5b). A median of 14 
sources and a mean of 25 sources were obtained per article. From an 
article where 25 additional genes regulated by ZraR were identified 
([13] PMID 30389436), curators registered 21 regulatory interactions, 
each linked to 8 or 9 sources, that is, 181 total links; this represented the 
highest number of sources for an article. The number of linked sources 
per each article is shown in Supplementary Table S2. 

As we previously mentioned, we aim at increasing the accessibility of 
evidence for curated objects by displaying the sources. In principle, we 
can think of 3 levels of accessibility to the evidence of a given object in a 
database, with level 1 being the lowest: 

Level 1. Supported only by the article (PMID) where the regulatory 
interaction is mentioned. 

Level 2. Supported by the article (PMID) where the regulatory 
interaction is mentioned and the evidence code or method that dem-
onstrates the existence of the regulatory interaction. 

Level 3. Supported by the article (PMID) where the regulatory 
interaction is mentioned, the evidence code or method that demon-
strates the existence of the regulatory interaction, and the source in 
which the method is mentioned. 

RegulonDB has currently level 2 in all objects, and we aim at 
reaching level 3 in our ongoing curation with Listen&Curate. For users, 
sources turn into an additional support of evidence by giving them a 
wider context where, for instance, a regulatory interaction is demon-
strated. In addition, sources may give more specific (unstructured) data 
than what is described in an evidence code. They may give additional 
information, such as the level of analysis of the gene expression. See, for 
example, the following sources showing that the gene expression was 
analyzed at the level of promoter activity or the type of mutant analyzed. 
Example 1 describes a knockout, whereas example 3 gives additional 
data for the TFBSs, such as the method by which it was identified.  

1 RI: OmpR, activator, ompC. Evidence Code: Gene Expression 
Analysis: 

Source: “As expected, the activity of ompC promoter was detected in 
the parent strain but not in the knockout strains defecting only ompR 
gene (Fig. 3B)”. ([14] PMID 32108145). 

Fig. 4. Capturing the source (highlighted in yellow) for the property Distance from first gene for the rob promoter using Lisen&Curate.  

Table 1 
Summary of curated objects and sources.  

Object type Curated 
objects 

Objects with 
sources 

Sources Avg. sources per 
curated objects 

Protein-small- 
molecule 
complexes  

2  2  13  7 

Regulatory 
interaction  

92  89  576  6 

Polypeptide  9  8  45  6 
Modified protein  14  14  39  3 
Promoter  14  10  20  2 
Protein complex  5  4  8  2 
Transcription units  58  55  80  1 
Total  194  182  781   
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2 RI: NarL, activator, ogtp. Evidence Code: Gene Expression Analysis: 

Source: “Using this ogt::lac fusion, we showed that expression from 
the ogt promoter was induced by nitrate and this was dependent on 
NarL”. ([15] PMID 32662815).  

3 RI: PlaR, repressor, yiaK. Evidence code:Automated inference based 
on sequence pattern discovery: 

Source: “Sequences of the probes with high level of PlaR-binding 
activity were analyzed using DMINDA 2.0 program (http://bmbl.sdst 
ate.edu/DMINDA2/) and WEBLOGO (http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/ 
logo.cgi) was used for matrix construction”. ([16] PMID 31892694). 

3.2. Benefits of Lisen&Curate for curation work 

Feedback from curators indicated an improvement in quality of 
curation. Lisen&Curate allows for selecting the name of curated objects 
in the article content and then automatically transferring it into the 
corresponding field in the capturing forms, then curators don’t have to 
write the name, and capturing mistakes are prevented. Also, 
Lisen&Curate automatically saves the PMID from which the curated 
objects and sources were obtained, so human errors are avoided when 
capturing it. Another relevant aspect is that Lisen&Curate improves the 
quality of curation by increasing the certainty of curated information, as 
the sources contain the information that supports the existence of 
curated objects. An additional benefit will be the generation of collec-
tions of sentences for the different objects and their features, providing 
seed knowledge to implement automatic programs for their identifica-
tion and extraction. 

We didn’t perform an evaluation if Lisen&Curate reduced the time 
for curation. Curators are of the opinion that using Lisen&Curate in-
creases this time, as they are able to select several sources to support 
curated objects, and gathering this textual evidence takes time. 

3.3. Sources as data to develop automatic methods 

Some observations of using sources as textual evidence for curation 
emerged from the analysis of their content. We observed that some 
sources include the name of the linked object, such as the following 
source for the Promoter csgBp: 

“From the start of growth, the fluorescence of the csgB::gfp fusion was 
higher in cultures grown in minimal M63+ medium than in rich LB 
medium (Fig. 5a), corresponding to crystal violet biofilm quantity 
data (Fig. 4a)”. 

([17] PMID 32222779) 

However, there were other examples where the name of the object 
was not present, such as this example for the Protein complex KdpE 
(Phosphorylated DNA-binding transcriptional activator): 

“We isolated all of 14 OmpR family single RR gene knockout strains 
by HoSeI method, indicating that none of them was essential for 
growth under the used conditions in good agreement with previous 
works 26,27”. 

([14] PMID 32108145) 

The name of the curated object may not appear in its linked source, 
because the source is linked to a specific feature of the object and it is the 
feature that is present within the source. For example, the following 
source was linked by curators to the feature “distance from first gene” of 
the rob promoter, but the name of the promoter itself doesn’t appear 
within the source: 

“The transcriptional start site was mapped to 43 nucleotides up-
stream of the open reading frame with the 5-RACE method (Fig. 2)”. 
([18] PMID 16478729). 

In another case, the name of the curated object may not appear in its 
linked source due to the fact that the source contains extra information 
that will be placed in the summary of the object, instead of specific 

Fig. 5. Statistics for sources related to the curation process in Lisen&Curate. (a) Distribution of number of words in sources per type of curated object. (b) Dis-
tribution of number of sources obtained per curated article. The PubMed identifier (PMID) for the outliers shows where we gathered more sources per article. 
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information about the evidence of the object or specific information 
about a property of the object. As an example, the following source was 
linked to BolA protein, but the name of the protein doesn’t appear 
within the source. This source contains general information about the 
MOTIFS of BolA that will be placed in the summary of this protein in 
RegulonDB: 

“The first three residues are located in the predicted HTH motif 
involved in DNA binding”. ([19] PMID 32535996). 

A summary published in RegulonDB (and EcoCyc) is a paragraph 
written by curators that gives general information about the TF, see for 
example the summary of BolA in http://regulondb.ccg.unam. 
mx/regulon?term=ECK120029348&organism=ECK12&format=jsp 
&type=regulon. 

Word cloud plots allow us to appreciate at a glance the most frequent 
n-grams (one word) and bigrams (two consecutive words) from all 
concatenated sources for each object type. We used a Python library that 
automatically removed stop words to plot these word clouds (https:// 
amueller.github.io/word_cloud) (Fig. 6). As they are a mere visual 
representation of word frequencies rather than a text mining approach, 
we used them only to show tendencies in words occurring in the groups 
of sources. These word clouds, by themselves, will not be used to 
improve any text mining approach as they are mere visual representa-
tions. Another way to show word frequencies might be bar plots, but 
word clouds are more visually useful as they show all words and pairs of 
words in a compact fashion. As we actually observed some tendencies of 
frequent words among groups of sources, we consider that developing a 
text mining approach to, for example, classify sentences by the type of 
that they refer to seems to be feasible (Fig. 6). 

We can see that only for the object type Polypeptide, the word protein 
is frequent compared with other protein types. For Promoters, the 
WordCloud plot shows that the word promoter regularly comes into view 
in context where a promoter is mentioned, although this pattern must be 
confirmed with an in-depth analysis of the sources. The bigram growth 
rate looks like a pattern associated with Modified proteins and Protein 
complexes. The words direction, coding region, upregulated, and L-valine 
seem to be associated with Transcription units. Another observable 
pattern is the occurrence of the names of methods (Chip Seq, RT qPCR) in 
sources linked to Regulatory interactions. 

In order to continue improving text mining approaches, the avail-
ability of positive cases is a requisite. The functionality of Lisen&Curate 
to collect sources will help us to address this problem. The set of linked 

sources stored in Lisen&Curate may be used to observe textual patterns 
to elaborate rule-based approaches and as training data for supervised 
learning techniques. The potential of promising methods in Text mining, 
such as Deep Learning, is limited by the lack of sufficient training data. 

Linked sources obtained with Lisen&Curate also help us to notice 
some patterns that may be employed to design an approach to auto-
matically detect objects. An interesting example is the detection of 
Regulatory interactions, since two objects are involved: the TF and the 
regulated gene. 

The development of a method for extracting these interactions is far 
from the goal of this work as this is a difficult task. Li et al. [20] reported 
an average of 0.44 of F1 score obtained by state-of-the-art machine 
learning and deep learning approaches evaluated in data from SeeDev 
task of BioNLP-ST 2016, which contains data from different biological 
relations (one of them: Regulates_Expression) from the Gene Regulation 
Network for Arabidopsis. Best scores were obtained by approaches 
combining Recurrent (RNN) and Convolutional neural networks (CNN), 
and a Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory neural network using an 
attention-based external knowledge reinforcement. Nevertheless, to 
discuss the potential of the linked sources, we performed a short 
experiment to automatically detect the regulatory interactions from 
them using a simple unsupervised approach. 

We processed all sources linked to Regulatory interaction objects 
with the OpenIE tool [21]. This tool makes an open information 
extraction task by extracting relations based on syntactic dependency 
parsing without using any predefined scheme (which may be relevant 
for extracting biological relations). Then, we filtered those relations that 
mention a protein transcription factor and a regulated gene from the set 
of curated Regulatory interactions. We avoid a NER task for transcrip-
tion factors and genes by only making an exact string-matching search. A 
NER or entity extraction task for relation extraction has a key role, but it 
remains a difficult task. For example, Li et al. [20] for gene and protein 
extraction obtained an F-score of 0.6021 with a Bidirectional Long 
Short-Term Memory neural network combined with a Conditional 
Random Field (BiLSTM-CRF) in the same data from SeeDev task of 
BioNLP-ST 2016. 

Only 21% of Regulatory interactions are explicitly mentioned in 
their sources (19% without considering sources for the summary field). 
Some cases are explained because the source is linked to a specific 
feature of the object, such as site length and relative centre distance. 
Many other sources are recorded as additional information that will be 
placed in the summary of the object. Nevertheless, this is a sign of the 

Fig. 6. Word clouds generated from concatenated sources of each object type. Each subplot includes two kinds of n-grams: unigrams (individual words) and bigrams 
(pairs of words). Word size depicts relative word frequencies of n-grams in all sources for each object type. The colour gradient is just a visual aid. 
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great challenge for Text mining methods due to the wide range of lan-
guage phenomena in writing, particularly the co-reference relations. We 
considered only this 21% (19 Regulatory interactions) in our short 
experiment. 

Our simple approach detected four Regulatory interactions: 
PlaR–yiaK, ZraR–tnaA, ZraR–tnaB, and ZraR–zraP (Table 2). From the 
relations generated by the OpenIE tool, we selected one example for 
each Regulatory interaction. Because this approach is based on syntactic 
dependency relations, the few detected relations highlights the syntactic 
ambiguity by which the Regulatory interactions are expressed and the 
importance of these sources in the design of automatic approaches. 

3.4. Sources as data for a controlled vocabulary of experimental methods 

As a result of the curation work, we registered 39 different terms 
related to experimental methods. A detailed inspection of these terms 
revealed that there were methods with different names but with the 
same meaning (synonyms). Thus, Lisen&Curate has helped us mainly to 
identify the variety of synonyms that can be used by the research 
community when referring to a certain method. Then, we can group all 
synonyms under one common term. According to the FAIR principles 
[22], this should be a term that we can reuse from an existing and 
cognate ontology, such as the Evidence and Conclusion Ontology (ECO) 
(https://www.evidenceontology.org/). However, we observed in some 
cases that ECO lacks a variety of synonyms. For example, by using 
sources obtained with Lisen&Curate, we identified up to four synonyms 
for a single method:  

1. “LacZ single-copy reporter assay” ([16] PMID 31892694)  
2. “B-galactosidase assay” ([16] PMID 31892694)  
3. “B-galactosidase reporter assay” ([23] PMID 32582066)  
4. “B-galactosidase transcriptional fusion” ([24] PMID 32576675) 

The common terms for all of them in ECO is “beta-galactosidase re-
porter gene assay evidence” (Term IRI: http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo 
/ECO_0001802), and the only synonym for this term in ECO is “lacZ 
reporter gene assay”. Therefore, the identification of the variety of terms 
in L&C points out to improve two aspects of evidence annotation: 1) the 
use of standardized previously existing terms, and 2) the enrichment of 
the synonym collection. 

At this moment, the 39 terms have been grouped into 21 groups 
(Supplementary Table S3). We observed that synonyms can be very 
similar, such as RT-qPCR and qRT-PCR, or totally different, such as 
EMSA (electrophoretic mobility shift assay) and gel shift assay. This 
categorized list of experimental methods is the first step for having a 
controlled vocabulary of methods. This vocabulary shall help to improve 
automatic detection of the methods of different objects. 

In this context, sources are relevant data to contextualize and study 
how methods are mentioned in articles. Thus, the common term among 
synonyms can be selected on a frequency-based approach. For example, 

the term gel shift assay appeared in only 5 sources, whereas the term 
EMSA appeared in 19. 

Another improvement would be the building of relationships be-
tween methods and evidence. We have identified one of these re-
lationships by using Lisen&Curate, which may be expressed as [type of 
evidence - method]. Thus, if this relationship is stored, the next time the 
same method is found by curators, the system would select the type of 
evidence automatically. This may accelerate the curation work. 

3.5. Sources as the input data for RegulonDB and L-Regulon 

As stated before, RegulonDB has accumulated a huge amount of 
relevant knowledge about the regulation of transcription initiation in E. 
coli K-12. RegulonDB stores the evidence associated with each curated 
object and the reference to the curated articles. The evidence is recorded 
based on a classification (http://regulondb.ccg.unam.mx/evidencecl 
assification). For example, for proteins some evidence types are: Bind-
ing of purified proteins, Inferred from direct assay, Inferred from 
physical interaction, Site mutation, and Assay of protein purified to 
homogeneity. 

At the present time, Lisen&Curate provides an exporter module that 
will be used to export sources to the RegulonDB database. The team of 
RegulonDB is working on developing a module for RegulonDB to import 
the sources into the database. In this way, RegulonDB will offer the 
possibility to explore the linked sources through RegulonDB pages for 
each object, where all sources associated during curation work in 
Lisen&Curate will be listed. The Lisen&Curate exporter procedure in-
volves several steps depicted in Fig. 7, and will be done in periodic re-
leases after curated objects are consolidated with EcoCyc data. 

Besides future capabilities for Lisen&Curate, we have already 
envisaged, designed, and developed quite interesting immediate user 
cases for accessing this new available knowledge. For example, inter-
linking semantically related sentences within and across publications 
has been used as the foundation for: i) the most basic, but often unap-
preciated, possibility of inspecting in their original context the actual 
statements that supported the curated knowledge; ii) a way to easily and 
quickly find supporting or contradicting evidence while curating; iii) an 
exploration means to discover related statements in other contexts, to 
broaden the perspective of the curator; iv) a condensed view of the 
publication’s central content, i.e., subsets of the more interconnected 
publication’s excerpts; and v) a transversal reading (across articles) 
guided by semantics. 

In order to tackle all these objectives while maximizing the utility 
and flexibility of the tools, we developed Lisen&Curate not only to assist 
the manual curation process but to design an ecosystem of inter-
connected applications all revolving around a single goal: to facilitate 
the access to knowledge. 

If users wanted to inspect not only the precise curated statement but 
also the surrounding context for each linked source, that would be 
possible using L-Regulon. This is the application of our environment that 
has been designed to be a public user interface that connects the objects 
of RegulonDB and their associated literature. When opened through 
RegulonDB, L-Regulon will display the full text of the article where a 
source comes from, focusing and highlighting the target sentence where 
the source appeared. From this point, the user would be able to read not 
only the full article, but also other statements that were identified as 
close meaning sentences to the source. More importantly, the list of 
discovered similar statements also includes those from other articles. 
This enables reading transversely across publications following a spe-
cific line of thought. Concerning the copyright restrictions to display the 
full-text articles, we are planning a way for users to make use of their 
library permissions to access the journals they are entitled to. L-Regulon 
also offers other powerful search and exploration tools [7]. 

It is worth stating that L-Regulon is not only a graphical interface but 
a system that encompasses many NLP strategies, among which is the 
discovery of source candidates. L-Regulon tries to find the textual 

Table 2 
Regulatory interactions detected in sources by a simple approach using the 
OpenIE tool. We show the relations associated with each interaction. Relations 
are formed by two elements and a relational verb.  

Relations 

Regulatory 
interaction 

First 
element 

Relational 
verb 

Second element 

PlaR–yiaK PlaR Was 
identified as 

Repressor for 
yiaKLMNOPQRS gene cluster 

ZraR–tnaA ZraR Down- 
regulates 

tnaAB genes 

ZraR–tnaB tnaB Are repressed 
by 

ZraR 

ZraR–zraP ZraR 
regulator 

Activate Transcription of zraP  
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sources for a given set of objects of RegulonDB in a given set of publi-
cations. This is a complementary task aimed to target the huge number 
of objects existing in RegulonDB that were curated before Lisen&Curate 
and, therefore, lack their links to source sentences. Finally, these sources 
discovered by L-Regulon are incorporated as candidates into 
Lisen&Curate, where curators can validate them by accepting or 
rejecting them. This closes the cycle of feedback among the different 
systems of our environment. 

4. Conclusions 

Here, we present Lisen&Curate, a curation system that facilitates 
linking textual evidence (sources) from articles with curated objects. By 
carrying a curation work, we collected an initial set of sources. We found 
that gathering these sources is and will be useful to develop text mining 
approaches to detect objects in articles and may be used to elaborate a 
controlled vocabulary of experimental methods. Lisen&Curate is part of 
our ecosystem of interconnected applications with RegulonDB and L- 
Regulon. We are developing this ecosystem to facilitate the access to 
knowledge of regulation of transcription initiation in bacteria. We see 
our proposal as the starting point to improve the way experimentalists 
can connect a piece of knowledge provided in RegulonDB with its evi-
dence as well as with the context of methods, strategies, additional re-
sults, and research questions described in the original publications 
where describing their discovery. 
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